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PPL
SHIPYARD

From left to right: Ong Tian Khiam, Managing Director and Dr Benety Chang, Deputy Chairman.

PPL Shipyard, a 50 percent owned
shipyard, focuses on oil-rig and vessel
construction and steel fabrication.
Located on the west coast of Singapore,
the shipyard operates well-equipped
facilities on a 14-hectare site with a
water frontage of 700 metres and water
depth of 6.5 metres.

In January 2001, PPL Shipyard secured
contract for the design and construction
of two units of very deep and
sophisticated self-elevating drilling rigs
with four options from GlobalSanteFe
Corp, the second largest drilling
contractor in the world. This contract
followed the successful delivery of the
latest fifth generation semi-submersible
drilling rig for Transocean Sedco Forex,
the largest drilling contractor in the
world, just the year before.

Since early 2001, the shipyard had been
busy with the construction work of the
drilling rigs. Work progressed smoothly
with the first jack-up at the PPL yard
and the first semi-submersible at Jurong
Shipyard.

To accommodate this workload, PPL
Shipyard upgraded its facilities by
procuring major equipment such as a
CNC profile cutting machine, a 350
tonne Manitowac crawler crane, an
elevating platform, 50 flux core welding
sets, 50 arc welding sets and four sub-
arc welding sets in addition to
computers and engineering software.

Being a people-centred organisation,
PPL Shipyard emphasised safety
training and safety campaigns to
promote and maintain safety awareness
in the yard. It also sent about 20 per
cent of its staff for various courses
ranging from safety, engineering and
various skills trades.

Looking ahead, PPL Shipyard is
confident of securing more contracts,
especially with the latest Baker Marine
Design, amidst the growing number of
enquiries resulting from the firming up
of oil prices.
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